READING CHECK

Correct the mistakes in the sentences.

order

a Bassus wants to steal one of Felix's designs at once.
b Spurius is pleased because Cassia wants to send Felix away from the house.
c Spurius shows Bassus and Festus Felix's statue.
d Bassus wants Felix to go with him to Pompeii to repair a mosaic.
e Spurius shows Felix the letter and Felix says he didn't write it.
f Cassia is angry when Bassus wants to take Petrus to Pompeii too.
g Bassus and his group travel to Pompeii on foot.
h At night, Petrus attacks Felix and tries to kiss him.
i Felix tells Petrus that he loves Flavia.
j In the end, Petrus feels exhausted.

WORD WORK

Correct the words in the sentences from Chapter 3.

a She walked into the living room and sat down on the church ________ couch ________
b We stood on the desk of the ship and watched the stars above us. __________
c He's very good at telling smokes and making people laugh __________________
d I robbed my school bag and ran out to catch the bus. __________________
e Nobody saw the thief, so it was hard to move who stole the money. __________
f It isn't safe to swim in the sea today. The wives are too big. __________
g When I fell over, I cut my right key. __________________
h The army packed the enemy early in the morning. __________
i I needed my head to show that I accepted his invitation. __________________

GUESS WHAT

What happens in the next chapter? Tick the boxes.

a When Bassus and his group arrive in Pompeii, they go ...
   1   □ to Bassus's house.
   2   □ to see Mount Vesuvius.
   3   □ to the baths.
b Petrus and Felix go into the city to ...
   1   □ drink some wine.
   2   □ a tile shop.
   3   □ meet a slave girl.
c In a street market, Felix sees ...
   1   □ a beautiful slave girl.
   2   □ his brother.
   3   □ an interesting mosaic.
d When Petrus and Felix arrive at Bassus's house, they ...
   1   □ have a bath.
   2   □ have a fight.
   3   □ meet Bassus's wife.